A double-blind, randomized, crossover comparison between single-dose and double-dose immediate-release oral morphine at bedtime in cancer patients.
The European Association for Palliative Care guidelines for treatment of cancer pain recommend a double dose (DD) of immediate-release morphine at bedtime instead of single doses (SD) repeated every four hours throughout the night. A previous open controlled study reported more side effects after DD than after SD. The present study was a randomized, double-blind, crossover study comparison of DD and SD of immediate-release morphine during the night, followed by an open pharmacokinetic study. The primary outcome was average pain intensity during the night, as measured on an 11-point numerical rating scale. Secondary outcomes were morning pain, number of rescue medications, adverse effects (nausea, xerostomia, tiredness, sleep quality, and number of awaking episodes) and patient preference. Morphine and metabolites were quantified by a validated liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry method. Nineteen patients completed the clinical study; 13 participated in the pharmacokinetic follow up. Average pain during the night for DD vs. SD was close to statistical significance (mean 0.8 and 1.4, respectively, P=0.058; mean [95% confidence interval] for the difference was 0.50 [0.02, 1.0]). A similar trend was observed for strongest night pain (P=0.069) and sleep quality (P=0.077). Only two patients required rescue morphine. Four patients had no treatment preference; nine and six favored DD and SD, respectively. DD patients displayed higher area under the curve for morphine and morphine-6-glucuronide during the first part of the night. Although DD tended to perform slightly better than SD, a difference in average pain during the night of 0.50 has little clinical significance, and the two procedures are, therefore, clinically equivalent. It is speculated whether the initial higher exposure to morphine-6-glucuronide may have clinical significance.